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For reference, we will use the following definitions
for the remainder of this paper:

The etymology of tax is “to fix”, and so

THE COLONIAL MINDSET

in this paper we ask ourselves “how

The social constructs of gender, sexuality, race, class

can tax help address racial wealth

within society. that stem from white European colonial

inequality?” as a means of working

and disability that place a value on groups of individuals
superiority, and influence the “West’s” perception of
history and the present at a geopolitical level. The

towards racial justice. It introduces

colonial mindset facilitates a dominant world view at a

the reader to questions and ideas that

even in those who claim to address inequalities.

cultural and material level, pervading forms of thinking

have not traditionally been part of the
mainstream tax justice discourse, but

WHITE SUPREMACY
Using W.E.B Du Bois: “By ‘white supremacy’ I do not

represent an opportunity for doing

mean to allude only to the self-conscious racism of

future work in alignment with racial

political, economic, and cultural system in which whites

justice organisers and marginalised
communities of colour.

white supremacist hate groups. I refer instead to a
overwhelmingly control power and material resources,
conscious and unconscious ideas of white superiority
and entitlement are widespread, and relations of white
dominance and non-white subordination are daily reenacted across a broad array of institutions and social
settings”.
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WEALTH IN WHITENESS

STRUCTURAL RACISM

A reference to the cumulative effect of our extractive

The institutionalisation of oppression at a material and

economic model that favours “whiteness” through the

cultural level of racialised groups both in the UK and

social construct of race and racialisation - placing value

globally. By institutionalised, we mean the policies and

on groups of people, institutions and whole nations

practices that govern public and private bodies from

based on their identity. Wealth in whiteness refers to

its leadership to its programming. Structural racism

the continual movement of wealth, resources and power

influences both the ways in which racialised groups

in the direction of “white” identifying individuals and

engage with institutions as well as the ways in which

institutions as a baseline for the function of our current

policies and practises have played out over the past 400

economy.

years since the construct of “race” was embedded into
the functions of the economy.

RACIALISED PEOPLE, COMMUNITIES
AND ETHNIC IDENTITY

RACIALISATION

Racial and ethnic identity refers to the idea that one

The action of identifying any person who is “non-White”

is a member of a particular cultural, national, or racial

as holding a racial identity whilst enabling “White

group that may share some of the following elements:

people” to escape this categorisation, remaining the

culture, religion, ethnicity, language, or place of origin.

default of what is “normal”- and thus ignoring that

Two people can share the same racial identity but have

“Whiteness” is also a racial identity in the construct of

different ethnicities. Race is a social construct. Racism

race.

is a reality.

YOUR REFLECTIONS
• Do you hold alternative definitions for any of
the terminology above?
• What other words come to mind for you that are
6

worth adding in here?
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This is due to political choices to levy
low taxes on wealth, as well as the
minimisation of taxes through exploiting
loopholes in domestic laws and escaping
law and regulation through the secrecy

ADDRESSING THE RACIAL
WEALTH GAP

provisions of tax havens and other forms
of tax abuse by elite wealth owners.
The view of publicly funding “universal

When we speak of wealth in this paper, we

services” as a means to address different

refer to wealth as measured by financial

forms of social inequality, often ignores

assets and access to income, however we

Whilst the UK could be perceived as having a relatively

the way structural inequality plays

recognise that “wealth” is a much broader

progressive tax system that redistributes towards

out within a system or institution. The

form of power that transcends material

impacts of which are a continued under-

resources.

“universal public services” such as education and the
NHS, the vast majority of wealth is very lightly taxed.

resourcing or disproportionate impact
of public service provision on racialised
communities.

In this paper we focus on UK data
for redistribution, but we must also
acknowledge the global impact of the UK

The starting point for future research and

financial system, including its ‘spider’s web’

campaigns to understand the role of tax

of tax havens and secrecy jurisdictions

in this could begin from the relevant data

in maintaining wealth inequality within

around the racial wealth gap.

and across nations - specifically ongoing
extraction from formerly colonised nations
and peoples.
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The richest 10% of households own

The UK’s Department of Work and

53% of all household wealth in the

Pensions has found that 60 percent of

“Generation after generation of

UK. Black households have the lowest

Black and Asian households have no

levels of wealth, as well as experiencing

savings at all, compared to 33 percent of

black lives stolen, families torn apart,

discriminatory tax practices

white households.

Runnymede’s Colour of Money

The UK’s first Wealth and Assets Survey

report indicates that the greatest

in 2009 reported that while the average

violence, living in never-ending fear

wealth inequality is felt by families of

white household had £221,000 (roughly

Bangladeshi and Black African heritage

$350,000) in assets, Black Caribbean

Generation after generation of white

in the UK, who have ten times less wealth

households had £76,000, Bangladeshi

than White British families

households £21,000 and Black African

communities split - entire lives
sustaining constant brutality and

wealth amassed profits of slavery,

households £15,000

compounded, seeping into the fabric
of British society”
Ren i Eddo- Lodge

YOUR REFLECTIONS
• How does your community and family define wealth?
What does it encompass?
• How do you instinctively understand the root causes of racial wealth
inequality in the UK? (what’s behind the numbers)
• What other data do you feel would help justify the relationship between
racialisation and wealth inequality?
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The power of tax
The etymology of the word tax is derived from the Greek word
tassir - to fix. Taxation has been used for centuries to support
both the accumulation or redistribution of wealth, largely
through public financial infrastructure, but it also acts as a form
of representation within the financial system.
The governing institution of the time decides how the revenue generated will be
distributed, and for what purposes. Historically this includes the creation of the Inland
Revenue in 1665, following the introduction of special taxes to pay for the Second
Anglo-Dutch War.
The existence of state infrastructure has always been reliant on tax revenue, largely
influenced by domination, state power and nationhood. Tax after all, is about power.
It is the mechanism through which “fixing” a system is determined by those who have
the power to shape it.
It is broadly recognised that the modern tax system is ineffective in its role in
the structural changes that are necessary to bring about environmental, health and
social justice.
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addressing wealth inequality because wealth is so under-taxed, and is a key part of

A global colonial financial system
When we view the UK tax system in isolation, we ignore a
history of colonial expansion that continues to shape the

This includes a global tax system that

Our first question should be - what

has been built by, and still benefits,

financial infrastructure was developed

former colonial powers, and subsequently

and became available in that era that

institutions, elites and their families who

enabled colonial expansion, and which

reside in British territories.

institutions (state and private) facilitated

This history requires us to view the UK

the resourcing of colonial endeavours?

As Danisha Kazi from Positive Money writes:

not just as a union of Scotland, Ireland,

Such institutions include the Bank of

Wales and England - but as a colonial

England, and merchants that were given

“The Bank of England was established in 1694 and had a fundamental role to

force that held 25% of the world’s

Royal Charters to trade in Asia and the

play in enabling Britain to increase its role in the slave trade by underpinning

territory and governed at one point over

Americas, creating the foundations of the

the development of long-term commercial credit, which helped to finance the

23% of the global population.

Empire’s global financial strength and the

slave trade and the ensuing industrial revolution. The Bank helped to stabilise

basis of the modern State.

our national finances which enabled the State to engage in multiple wars

After all, tax practises in colonial India
facilitated the extraction of $45 trillion
from the continent to the British State

Bank Of England on Wikimedia Commons

dynamics of our modern global economy.

during the 18th century – wars which were in large part aimed at securing slave
colonies.”

and its corporate partners, which
continues to operate today in a way that
directly impacts Indian households.
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The nexus of power between Royal Institutions and private merchants crystalised

Subsequently, the Slave Compensation Scheme provided an

at this time through what Professor Gurminder Bhambra outlines as “The Company

additional boost to the Industrial Revolution, which spurred large scale

State” - State sanctioned profit-making entities such as the East India Company

investment in British infrastructure (factories, railways, bridges, roads,

and The Royal Africa Company that laid the foundations for fiscal authority and

housing) in a way that would have been unimaginable without the

overhauling legal infrastructure, in regions for example such as Bengal.

profits extracted from colonial activities.
Understanding the

In this circumstance, tax played a central role in the extraction of wealth and
resources from the region - increasing revenue from £2 million to £5 million
per year in less than twenty five years; financing the British Inland Revenue
to engage in further colonial expansion, the domestic financing of the
Industrial Revolution and subsequent investment in the UK’s Welfare State:

colonial roots of the
dominant European and
American financial system
in this way encourages
us to interrogate which

YOUR REFLECTIONS
• Are you aware of any additional
history relating to the financial
system that root taxation in the
period of colonial expansion?

“extractive” institutions

“Taxation in colonial dependencies and resource extraction and appropriation

and infrastructure

continue to be part of the explanation for the growth of the resources available

continue to function in the modern economy, and whether their original

for the establishment of the domestic welfare state. As such, the state is only

purpose (to extract wealth from colonised lands) continues to play out

able to respond to local working class demands by drawing on resources from

among racialised communities abroad and within the UK today. We

elsewhere and, at the same time, excluding those others from the distribution of

can ask this question broadly, in relation to our financial system, or

resources.”

specifically, as in the example above - in relation to taxation and tax
systems.
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Looking for solutions to racial wealth
inequality in isolation of the financial
systems’ colonial roots could risk us
continuing to uncritically rely on the very
institutions and instruments that are

DECOLONISING THE TAX
SYSTEM

responsible for ongoing racial wealth
extraction.
This means that we must look at the

Tax havens need to be a major focus for

ongoing role of extraction in the global

racial wealth campaigners because their

South and on marginalised communities

roots in the legacy of the empire continue

Putting figures on the wealth that was extracted from

(racialised communities, working class

to play a role in maintaining global wealth

colonised nations and people, and invested in British

people, trans people, women and

inequality. At the time of the fall of the

disabled people) by the City of London

British empire, Britain gradually structured

institutions and public bodies is essential for anyone

stock exchange. Those who historically

its economy not around manufacturing and

exploring the dynamics between tax and racism, both

shaped the tax system (privileged men

productive sectors, but around finance.

with land ownership who were also

in the UK and globally.

involved in the enslavement of people of
African descent) in their favour must be
further investigated and challenged in
order for us to reform those advantages
they built into the system for themselves.

The City of London banks provided
the financing for the Empire that the
colonies would pay interest to, which
was further facilitated by its independent
legal jurisdiction and by its role in helping
London become the engine of colonial
competition, driven by this racialised
exploitation.
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“In order to create these spaces they
used the expertise developed during

It is no surprise therefore that Britain has consistently tried to defend its own tax
havens from international efforts to address their role in facilitating tax avoidance,

empire and the territorial remnants

human rights abuses and corruption. Though there is growing pressure in the UK

of the Empire, such as Britain’s

and corruption.

dependent territories, financial

Therefore, the deconstruction of the global tax haven network, and other tax abuse

expertise and networks established

global racial wealth inequality.

during Empire and the knowledge of

Action on tax abuse through tax havens however, continues to have a racialised

how to establish, run and benefit from

majority regions without reflection on their own role in the creation and the existence

an international financial system.”

Liberia’s tax havens.

itself to take action e.g. by people like Margaret Hodge’s parliamentary group on tax

practises is quite possibly one of the most effective starting points to addressing

element to it, with the US and European nations placing a focus on havens in Blackof tax havens on European or US shores. An example of this includes the targeting of

Tax Justice Network
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A transformation in the economy
Just Transition is a term that has its roots and traditions in
worker-led environmental movements from the Americas.
It describes a set of principles, processes, and practises that
build economic and political power to shift from an extractive

The transition itself must be just and

system. For the purpose of this paper,

equitable; redressing past harms and

we will begin with the Strategy for a Just

creating new relationships of power

Transition Framework built by Movement

for the future through reparations. For

Generation which guides us in systems

Decolonising Economics, we use the term

change thinking by recognising the

Just Transition to ground our vision for

purpose and function of our existing

This framework presents the ideas of an extractive economy as being:

systems change in one that attends to

economy (an extractive, financialised

racial inequality and other forms of social

economy), and the purpose and function

“An economy based on the removal of wealth from communities through the

injustice.

of an economy rooted in social justice (a

Before we begin to research the
racialised elements of the tax system
or strategise for a tax system rooted
in racial justice principles, we must
first build a mental framework for what

living/caring economy).

Photograph by Pixabay

economy to a regenerative economy.

depletion and degradation of natural resources, the exploitation of human
labor (a particularly precious natural resource) and the accumulation of wealth
by interests outside the community (i.e. big banks, big oil and big box stores).
The purpose of the Extractive Economy is the accumulation of wealth and power
in the hands of a few, enforced through the violent enclosure of land, labor and
capital. The violence of enclosure can only result in the erosion of biological and
cultural diversity.”

it means to decolonise the economic
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YOUR REFLECTIONS
• Can you identify other ways in which the “colonial mindset” operates within
our economic system?

The conditions that enable the extractive

working class people being lazy and

economy to continue unchallenged

racialised people being “savage”.

• What are the dominant narratives around racialised groups and other

As Nim Ralph writes: these ideas around

during the colonial period?

maintenance of a “colonial mindset” - a
worldview that established itself during
the colonial era through the construction
of “race” - the idea that different groups
of people can be valued based on their
ethnicity and distance from whiteness.
The social construct of race has its roots
in the colonial era, because it forms
part of the ideas around the “other” that
identifies anyone that deviates from the
mainstream of “whiteness” as “on the
margins”.

the “other” were used to justify all kinds
of violence against people of African,

marginalised communities do you know to have been socially constructed

• How do feel narratives and mindsets influence our economy?

Indigenous, Latin American and Asian
descent, for the pursuit of profit.
We will not go into the details of the
history of race, and the onset of
racialised practices and institutions,
but we encourage readers to engage in
authors such as Kehinde Andrews, David
Olusogu and Emma Dabiri to grasp the
role of Whiteness and white supremacist
ideologies in shaping the global economy.

These dominant narratives around groups
of largely marginalised communities were
used to explain experiences of inequality,
including; trans and queer people being
immoral, disabled people being useless,

24
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include the development and
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The Strategy Framework for a Just Transition by Movement Generation, p.16
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The Strategy Framework for a Just Transition, developed
by Movement Generation - supports our understanding of
systems change in a way that addresses the colonial roots of the
economic system.

A research strategy that addresses
racial wealth inequality
When we examine history we should pay close attention to

The framework recognises that any

of wealth extraction from racialised

the fundamental role that public policies continue to play in

adaptation to the existing economy will

populations, as well as consider deeply

be meaningless for racial justice unless

how the colonial mindset influences

shaping the distribution of wealth, especially with regard to the

it acknowledges the role and function of

the way we consider solutions to racial

white superiority in the ongoing impact of

wealth inequality.

racial wealth inequality globally.

racial wealth divide.
Racialised groups have been impacted by public policies created specifically to

The colonial mindset and colonial history

limit their rights and liberation. These discriminatory public policies have often

Whilst we do not expect everyone

has been omitted by so many mainstream

systematically blocked wealth accumulation for racialised groups while opening

reading this paper to buy into wholesale

tax and social justice organisations in the

opportunities for White people, and this process has been at play for centuries.

systems change as part of their

past, and this has been, a fatal flaw to its

organisational or personal mission, we

work on racial justice.

believe that there is a role for everyone in
this framework, whether it is adapting the
existing system, building new systems or
facilitating the transition process.

The complications of this research lie in the global nature of Britain’s fiscal policies
from 16th Century onwards, and its contemporary intersection with migrant
populations and the fluidity of “citizenship” rights that were developed over the past
100 years to marginalise those who were originally identified as “Subjects of the
Crown”.

As we continue through this paper to
explore the tax system, we will view it
through the lens of the colonial mindset,
so that we can both uncover the history
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On the left is an example of the type of public
policy analysis that we need to apply to the
British tax system from the beginnings of
State sponsored colonial expansion to the
present.
This image was taken from United for a Fair
Economy in the US and applies a broad range
of public policies to analyse the racial wealth
gap. This approach would help unpack the
ways in which state action has helped and
hindered wealth accumulation by different
groups.

YOUR REFLECTIONS
• If we created a map of the UK’s
history - what boosts or blocks
can you identify off the top of your
head that we could add to such a
timeline?
• What challenges exist with this
work given the global nature of the
UK’s financial system?
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• How tax was used for colonial expansion predicated
on racialisation of colonised communities creation of state debt/impoverishment of racialised
communities

FRAMEWORK FOR TAX
RESEARCH
The table in page 34 is an introduction into the types
of institutions and infrastructures that we should be
investigating from a tax perspective in order to identify
the historic boosts to wealth in whiteness.

• How tax enabled the development of the racial wealth
gap during the period of post-War immigration
• How the UK played a role in developing global
financial tax systems that stripped wealth from
colonised and formerly colonised countries as a
remnant of empire
• A timeline of tax policies that worked against
racialised people in the UK + internationally
• Contemporary tax policies that inherently impact
racialised people under immigration laws / policing or
securitisation.

A short description on how wealth has been accumulated in these various
institutions enables us to ask the question “what was and currently is the tax
system that enabled wealth to accumulate in these white-led, white owned
entities, and where did that wealth stem from”? The table in page 34 takes
the following lines of thinking as a way to investigate the tax system.

• The history of credit, investment and debt of
Black and people of colour in the UK, and its role in
disadvantaging generations.

By asking these questions, we begin opening up opportunities of future research that
will uncover boosts to wealth in whiteness as a consequence of an economic system
built on wealth accumulation and extraction, and how the tax system has played a
role in facilitating this racialised dynamic.
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INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS

EXTRACTIVE B USI NE SS AND ENTER PR ISE

The colonial roots of the economy enabled profit-making and wealth creation

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Understanding how colonial era tax systems in the UK and in colonies

to move beyond the landed gentry and into the hands of merchants and

perpetuated the accumulation of wealth by White people and hindered that

traders. Financial policies, including taxation, will have governed who was able

by racialised communities.

to do business of raw material production on colonial lands, and making them
more profitable through manufacturing back at home.
Countless millions were created through colonial exploitation and slavery,
and distributed amongst many wealthy and middle class British households
through mechanisms such as pensions of enslaved workers and the Slave
Owner’s Compensation Scheme. Over £20 million (in today’s value) of public
money has been accrued in white British families through intergenerational

• Examining how the British and international legal systems work that protects
the interests of British-headquartered multinationals
• Understanding how the financial flows from both the Slave Owner
Compensation Scheme and pensions to widows of owners of enslaved
people boosted wealth in white households over the past 200 years
• Understanding the role that tax played in enabling raw material production in

wealth transfers, or investments into institutions that have been set up to

colonised regions to be made more profitable through manufacturing in the

maintain white cultural dominance (Pitt Rivers, the Science Museum, the V&A)

Imperial homeland

“A database created by University College London shows that many big banks

• Identifying if and how other institutions that intersect with business and

and businesses had their own Colstons, or helped men like him. Bosses of

enterprise help maintain racial wealth inequality. Specifically; the criminal

businesses active today, and of their forerunner organisations, shared in £20m

justice system, securitisation, arms, the prison-industrial complex.

of state compensation, or handled it for clients. The money was paid to slave
owners for the abolition of slavery in 1833. The Treasury only finished settling
its resulting debt in 2015” FT 2020
Barclays, HSBC and Lloyds among UK banks that had links to slavery
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INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS

END OWME NTS, FOUNDATIONS
AND CHAR ITABLE I NSTITUTIONS

Endowments are typically organised as a trust, private foundation, or a public

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Understanding which philanthropic bodies / family foundations are

charity - in some cases, a certain percentage of the endowment assets are

benefiting from tax exemptions by placing their family or private wealth

allowed to be spent alongside the interest income - the ratio of principal to

into endowments and functioning as a public benefit foundation under the

interest will change based on market rates (Investopedia) A critical eye needs

Charity Commission.

to be placed on endowments and their historical role in serving as tax shelters,
or that they are depriving local governments of essential property and other
taxes.
Like many large-scale wealthy institutions in the UK, philanthropic wealth can
often be directly traced back to industries that relied and continue to rely on
economic practices of extraction and exploitation that happened both here in
the UK as well as abroad; such as the theft of Indigenous land and genocide
of Indigenous people, the kidnapping and enslavement of millions of African
people, the systemic undervaluing of “women’s work” and the destruction of
natural systems and whole communities.
Because philanthropic wealth comes from this racialised system, we must

• An investigation into wealth advisors who suggest setting up an endowment
and public benefit foundations as an option for tax minimisation.
• Investigating how much in UK philanthropy stems from slave money and how
much is redistributed to Black and People of colour communities (Ubele has
done some research on this). Potentially culminating in the development of
tools for slavery money audits for institutions, bodies, orgs, foundations,
wealthy families even, universities, companies, banks.
• Investigating the history of charitable assets and their relationship to colonial
exploitation and slave money - why they were set up and what tax benefits
were offered as a result.

recognise that grants alone (which represent an incredibly small fraction of the

• Investigating the intersection on tax privileges given to land owners/stately

actual wealth held in endowments) are insufficient to eradicate the harm these

homes, and exemption of capital gains for charitable entities when land and

practises have caused. The tax framework that upholds these institutions must

property was transferred to them

be interrogated, if we are to “transform philanthropy” in a way that addresses
the racial wealth gap.
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INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS

INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS

Total number of public benefit foundations is 12,000 in 2019 (DAFNE)

One of the most recent and influential pieces of research recently undertaken

Pool of assets: € 74.66 billion | Total expenditure: € 4.68 billion

was that of the National Trust report on the connections between colonialism
and slavery and the estates under responsibility of the Trust.
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• JRRT, “Statement on the origins of our endowments”
• C of E investigates possible slave trade origins of £9.2bn fund
• Most Have The Power To Pay More Taxes, Especially Philanthropists
Most relevant for this discussion is an exploration into the role of charitable
foundations in tax avoidance, and how this form of financial instrument
enabled wealth accumulation historically. The existence of foundations and
endowments means that “donors” can use charitable entities to park money
tax free, whilst determining policy direction by undermining the citizen state relationship. These decisions can also often favour classist and racist
institutions that maintain social inequality, such as Independent schools and
cultural institutions.
There is a huge, well coordinated campaign around charity tax exemption that
would need to be contended with if this was explored, as well as exploring
charity gift tax breaks.

END OWME NTS, FOUNDATIONS
AND CHAR ITABLE I NSTITUTIONS

END OWME NTS, FOUNDATIONS
AND CHAR ITABLE I NSTITUTIONS

Tax and philanthropy

The research presented 29 properties that have links to successful
compensation claims for slave-ownership and somewhere in the region of onethird of properties can be directly connected to colonial histories (purchases
through wealth accumulated through colonial exploitation). This was explored,
as well as exploring charity gift tax breaks.
• Private schools to save £522m in tax thanks to charitable status
• The 5 sneaky (but perfectly legal!) ways Britain’s richest parents dodge the
taxman to help pay private school fees
• The charitable deduction is mostly for the rich. A new study argues that’s by
design
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INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS
The history of land is probably the most central to decolonising wealth in

• Identify ways in which land ownership became deeply connected to colonial

the UK, making it no surprise that 30% of the land in England is still owned

wealth by tracing land ownership to wealth built during the colonial period.

by aristocracy and landed gentry who have transferred that land through

Some of the wealthiest land owners (elites) in the UK used their profits

generations of their families. This in itself created class hierarchies, both

from slave ownership to amass property, or invest in companies that were

among those who identified as “White British”, as well as racialised immigrant

involved in land development and private housing.

communities.

See BBC’s “A House Through Time”

Importantly, land ownership, like many other forms of wealth, have remained

LAND

FUTURE RESEARCH

• Similar to charitable entities, it would be beneficial to explore tax history in

predominantly in private hands - with corporations, the Church and

relation to property and land, to understand what privileges were offered to

universities playing a large role in the ever enclosing capture of public space

those who invested their income in this area, and how this influenced the

and the commons. Land now represents over half of the UK’s total net worth.

wealth gap that exists between white and BPOC families in the UK.

At £5 trn it is worth more than all the homes, commercial property, machinery
and equipment and all other non-financial assets in the UK combined.

• Currently house ownership among the middle class is deeply dependent on
accessing money from parents to cover deposit, Stamp Duty and purchasing

Households with a White British head were approximately nine times as likely

costs. This clearly puts those who have not benefited from gaining equity in

to be in the top quintile of total wealth (wealth above £865,400) as those of

home ownership on a back foot, and there is likely to be a racialised dynamic

Black African ethnicity and 18 times as likely as those of Bangladeshi ethnicity.

here.

The percentage of households with financial debts that exceed their financial

• What the links between land ownership, ownership of enslaved people and

assets was highest for the Black African and Other Asian groups (both 44%)

the influence on policy making (in Parliament) that created the foundations

and was twice as likely for these households compared with the White British

of inequality today

group. Data from the British Wealth and Assets survey
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INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS
Land ownership was, and still is, inherently connected to political power initially only landed gentry had a seat in Parliament. Land ownership influenced
politics in the UK as well as across British colonial territories.
However, land ownership continues to become more and more opaque, with
some areas of land having never been registered by the land registry and some
owned through offshore companies.
Not only did the slave trade seek to profoundly alienate Black people from the
land, it also helped fuel land inequality in Britain. A 2013 study by the charity

LAND

English Heritage maps the legacies of the slave trade onto the English country
house, providing case studies of landed gentry families in Britain during the
late 17th and early 18th centuries, who used the wealth they accrued from
slave labour to amass land and property back home.
Those same land owners who ‘cleared’ the land of peasants for their estates
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were very often the same ones profiting from slavery and empire.

INSTITUTIONS THAT UPHOLD WEALTH IN WHITENESS

FUTURE RESEARCH

Inheritance and gifts will also play a part in prolonging these wealth gaps.

• Currently, families who want to maintain their assets within the family can

Analysis shows that over the past two years, the average person of White

access a range of mechanisms for shielding assets from inheritance tax,

British ethnicity inherited a total of £3,068 from friends and family – almost 50

including trust structures.

per cent more than an average person from the next highest-inheriting ethnic
group, people of Indian ethnicity (£1,958).
The average person of Black Caribbean ethnicity inherited £778, while those
of Black African, Chinese, Bangladeshi or Pakistani ethnicity typically inherited

INHER ITANCE

nothing. (Resolution Foundation).

Mechanisms such as these should be investigated to identify how much
money has been maintained by generations of white households and not
transferred to tax redistribution mechanisms, thus further entrenching the
racial wealth gap.

Inheritance tax is a deeply ineffective and unfair system that maintains wealth
in whiteness by ensuring that families who have access to wealth are able to
pass it on to their offspring through variou avoidance mechanisms.

YOUR REFLECTIONS
• For each institution, what histories are you aware of that have contributed to
upholding wealth in whiteness
• Feel free to add future research questions or identify work that is already
happening in this area!
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INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES
The reality is, the majority of wealth is acquired through parents or

The loss of ancestral land during the early years of migration (1920s onwards)

grandparents and consequently prospects for wealth remain roughly the same

not only had an impact on the impoverishment of communities “back home”,

according to the family into which you were born. Nearly three-quarters of

but on access to wealth when relocated to the UK.

White British families own their homes, compared to 20% for Black British
families and so owning property means a lot when it comes to narrowing the
wealth gap.

LOSS O F ANCE STRAL LAND

INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES

As with all households, within racialised groups that have a higher than
average overall household wealth (Indians), it is property and pensions that
make up the majority proportion of that total wealth. Net property wealth is the

Part of the reasoning behind this may be influenced by land ownership in

value of any property or land owned, less any outstanding loans or mortgages

migrant communities that connects families financially to their homeland.

held against them - this is a more effective figure than household ownership

This could play some influence on the distribution of wealth among differently

which does not take into account household debt.

racialised communities (specifically among migrant populations such as Indian,
Chinese, Bangladeshi, Pakistani and African/Caribbean).
Many migrant families who did have access to land are likely to have lost it
through:
• Selling their ancestral land to make the journey to Britain
• Lost it to land grabbers and colonisers
• Moved across the Empire freely (e.g from India to Africa) when they were
deemed British subjectsLost ancestral land through the creation of borders
(e.g creation of India and Pakistan)
• Later their land to international developers whose financial flows trickle
through the global tax haven system.

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Exploring the shift in investment of social housing over the past century
and how this has influenced home ownership in White British households vs
historic barriers to accessing credit in racialised immigrant communities over
the past 100 years (since 1919).
• Historical analysis of land ownership in homelands of migrant communities
and how this may have influenced racial wealth distribution, including
broader forms of access to education, health, welfare support.
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INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES
We only need to look at the Windrush Generation to understand the impact
of the immigration system on racial wealth inequality. Whilst a migrant’s
immigration status is rarely static until the point of Indefinite Leave, it is still
important to look at the migrant population through the lens of racial wealth
inequality.

IMMIG RATIO N STATUS

The British government made a choice regarding its former colonies in the
Caribbean. It saw these small island nations as a burden from which it wanted
to free itself. At the same time it saw an opportunity for the City of London
through encouraging the development of finance sectors.
Today some of these finance sectors are oversized relative to GDP and
therefore those populations are suffering from the ‘finance curse’ which is
fueling inequality of staggering proportions. Moreover, these finance sectors
have often developed wide-ranging financial secrecy services which have
at times served as a magnet for corrupt money, with the potential to corrupt
governance (as we’ve also seen happen in London,) while at the same
functioning to ‘clean up’ money before it flows into the City of London.
There is an urgent need for a Plan B for many small island nations to diversify
their economies and move away from path dependency on finance, reform
their low, or no tax environments and develop sustainable economies.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
• In what ways can the visa system be seen as a tax on racialised
communities? (Indian migrants differently to Pakistani and Bangladeshi
migrants or white dominant Commonwealth countries accessing privileged
visas).
• A retrospective of taxation policies imposed on migrant populations will
help identify the various ways in which the British State has blocked the
possibility of building wealth, particularly in Black, Bangladeshi, Pakistani
and Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities.
• Assessments for an economic Plan B for each island nation suffering
from the finance curse and the history of colonial extraction without
compensation. The issue of land ownership is a crucial one, not only for
resolving historic injustices, but in order to enable farming and local food
production to reduce reliance on expensive food imports, and tackle the
current growth model which encourages real estate/property investment for
example as part of passports for sale schemes and building of expensive
new houses, while local people are homeless. Land value tax can be an
important part of the solution.
• There is a need for a reassessment of the relationship between Britain and
small island nations, and the archaic relationship between some small island
nations and the Privy Council.
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INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES
Similarly, not all migrants have the same experience. The term “migrant” is
often used interchangeably to refer to groups of people who are racialised, of
ethnic minority or fall under the formal identity of “BAME”. Migrant populations
are of course multiracial - however, the UK Home Office does not record ethnic
identity of migrant populations and their status, so whilst we may want to
assume that those at the sharper end of the immigration system (asylum and

I MMI GRATI ON STATUS

detention) are largely racialised - there is unfortunately no official data beyond
nationality to apply this analysis.
Organisations struggle to provide support to future employees because of
external barriers which include financial constraints from UK law and tax
regulations, which place challenges on recruiting staff from overseas.
Today, some migrant populations often pay twice into public services despite
having no recourse to public funds. To understand how immigration status
intersects with blocks to wealth through taxation, we should be researching:
• The fact that migrants pay into National insurance and income tax through
the PAYE system
or direct charges incurred when using the NHS (often highly inflated)
• The increased (profiteering) charges for undertaking immigration processes
with the Home Office every 2.5 years until indefinite leave is granted.
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• On top of which they are asked to pay a “surcharge” to access NHS services

INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES
Research by IPPR in 2020 suggested that as a result of structural inequality,
Black and people of colour may be particularly vulnerable to increased debt
and financial hardship as a result of Covid-19 and the economic lockdown.

• The intersection between debt and remittances in migrant communities
in the UK is relatively well researched, however this needs to be done in
a historical analysis of structural debt and impoverishment on formerly
colonised countries through high interest loans and other forms of financial

This in turn may reflect long-term inequalities such as the ‘ethnicity pay gap’

punishment. There may also be a useful data experiment with exploiting fees

(ONS 2019b) and unequal access to public services (health and education) as

for sending remittances “back home”.

well as employment; these may make it harder to build up a financial ‘safety
net’ of savings and wealth through higher earnings.

D E BT / RE MITTANCE

FUTURE RESEARCH

• How much average remittances over decades have meant sacrifices in terms
of buying a house and the cumulative effects

This safety net is likely to thin further from the responsibilities many racialised
communities hold in sending remittances to their families abroad. For example,
in 2018 over 2500 million GBP were sent from UK to India.
“Powerful words by Vijay Prashad at Glasgow on the colonial mentality &
climate change”
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INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES

INSTITUTIONS THAT BLOCK WEALTH TO BLACK
AND PEOPLE OF COLOUR COMMUNITIES

The inequalities of income and wealth help explain that people of colour find

Regulators could more proactively investigate discrimination against

it harder to access basic financial services such as credit, insurance and

borrowers. The financial industry could do better at working with and learning

banking. This is indeed compounded through existing Hostile Environment

from community-run groups too, like credit unions”. FT, 2020

policies that have created documentation checks to access to banks, housing
and employment, ultimately outsourcing immigration enforcement to untrained
service providers.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

The recent Right to Rent case by JCWI identified how racial prejudice played
out through the government’s own immigration policies.
“Many black Britons distrust the financial industry. The Windrush generation
set up the first of the UK’s credit unions in response to the racism they
faced from traditional banks and many Afro-Caribbean women still prefer

FUTURE RESEARCH
• Which government policies connected to the Hostile Environment create the
risk of racial prejudice in accessing financial services

community-run savings clubs over mainstream banks. Black entrepreneurs
report finding it harder to raise funds.
One study by Warwick Business School found they were charged higher
interest rates. Other reports found no evidence of explicit discrimination but
the higher rates reflected lower savings; supposedly neutral credit decisions,
including those made by algorithms, can reinforce bias.
The financial sector cannot restructure society but it can be more aware of
perpetuating unfairness: British banks do not routinely gather data on ethnicity
for loan and mortgage applications; that should change.
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Our approach in the UK may be different
to approaches in other “Global North”
countries such as the US where
leadership from folks such as Professor

A RACIAL JUSTICE APPROACH
TO TAX

Dorothy Brown (in her book, Wealth of

Returning to the Just Transition Framework,

Whilst in ways, a discriminatory tax

redistributing wealth that is generated

identifying solutions that situate tax as a tool for racial

system may be overt, for the UK it is

from an extractive economic model will do

more likely to be covertly hidden through

little more than reform a system that at its

other policy mechanisms that influence

core creates racialised harm.

justice will require a broad range of actors applying
their knowledge of financial, tax and social history to
establish effective visionary policy ideas.

Whiteness) can more clearly interrogate
the racialised elements of the US tax
code.

racialised communities, such as policing,
housing, immigration and employment.

The tax justice movement should
acknowledge that simply focusing on

At the same time, systems change
campaigners can look to how tax can build
steps towards more transformative ideas
around racial justice, including reparations,
healing and symbiosis with nature.
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Here are some starters for what this new approach could look
like based on experiences that Decolonising Economics has
built through its organising and community building.

Theory of Change is an important lens to view any interventions
through research, policy and campaigns that could develop in
this future work.
justice campaigners to begin embedding

that a fixation with either reformist

shared principles into their campaign

(simply tweaking the existing extractive

strategies and practises if we are going

economic system) or transformative

to be effective together in bringing about

(campaigning on the premise that the

meaningful change in this system.

will be ineffective in bringing about this
change - instead we need a strategic
dance between these two approaches.

The movement requires a confidence in speaking about
the nuances of racial wealth inequality, and recognising

By Theory of change, we suggest

entire system needs to change) ideas

BEING SMART ABOUT RACIAL
HIERARCHIES AND HOW THEY OPERATE

This includes resourcing and respecting
the insights of racialised communities,
to give space to imagination, to ensure
ownership and operation of new financial

However, it is incumbent on the

infrastructures, and to take leadership in

mainstream tax sector and economic

the practice of racial justice organising.

how this connects to a colonial history of racialisation
and participation of many people of colour in
maintaining power in whiteness. The Runnymede Colour
of Money report (see image in page 60) identifies the
proximity of British Indians to White British households
in relation to wealth privilege.
If we are to suggest that racism has influenced wealth
in White British households, we would need to extend
that thinking to anti-blackness and the perception of
“racial superiority” that plays out in many migrant Indian
communities in the UK.
This dynamic requires a look into the history of how
White British officers used racial hierarchies to control
and manipulate dynamics between people of African
and Asian descent during the colonial era.
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ADDRESSING TAX PRACTISES THAT HIT
RACIALISED COMMUNITIES HARDEST
Wealth inequality research can use the “colonial mindset” as a lens that can
help identify the root causes of the racial wealth gap by interrogating “ideas
around the other” that are rooted in colonial history. If we acknowledge that
the roots of wealth inequality lie in the ideas that persist from the colonial
era, we are then able to understand how racial hierarchies between people of
Asian and African descent are reflected in patterns of wealth distribution.

Tax is only one portion of a broader financial system at
play in the maintenance of a racial wealth gap.
Researchers and campaigners should use wealth
inequality data as a starting point for exploring the
many ways in which financial services and systems act
oppressively - both through policy and practice, where
specifically Gypsy, Roma, Traveller, Bangladeshi and
Black households show up in the worst socio-economic
indicators such as housing, health and employment.
This includes the role of insurance, credit scores,
banking, loans, mortgages, payday lending, risk and
savings.
Encouragingly, the term “BAME” - in which a diverse
range of ethnic identities are bundled together, is slowly
being seen as ineffective to understand the nuances of
structural racism.

The colour of Money on runnymedetrust.org
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UNDERSTANDING TAX AT A
SOCIO-CULTURAL LEVEL

Campaigners should consider aspects
of time, rest, care and health and other

REDISTRIBUTION MECHANISMS THAT
DIVEST FROM EXTRACTION

Many experiences of marginalisation

broader socio-economic biases that

Simply moving resources that are generated through a

connected to economic oppression play

exist, that can be explored through

continuation of the extractive model of oppression and

out in communities beyond a material

participatory and community held

accumulation will weaken any strategy for racial justice.

policy level.

research projects.

That is, there will not always be a
recognisable form of taxation that
contributes explicitly to racial wealth
inequality. Indeed, many forms of
racialised economic policies are
invisiblised, or seen through mainstream
cultural norms as universal. Indeed,
HMRC does not collect any data on
ethnicity and taxation from tax returns.
Considering tax as a tool that facilitates
the extractive economy invites us to think
about the “tax” imposed on specifically
racialised communities in living in a white

Read “Black Tax: How racial disparity
creates socio-economic bias in the UK”

Redistribution should be seen as the first step of a process for building
democratic power among marginalised communities.

by Sistem Magazine.
A wealth tax, for example, would do little to address
the drivers of inequality through low wages and climate
destruction if it was enacted to simply move money
every so often into households that identify as Black
and people of colour (especially if this is not done as
part of a wider practice of global solidarity). Similarly,
a financial transaction tax will support the slow down
of practises such as high frequency trading, or can
be targeted to trades on global south extraction or

dominant society (a society that was built

ecologically harmful industries.

to make life as successful as possible

However, we cannot just rely on revenue generation

for those that can benefit from white
privilege).

from a mechanism whose existence is a trading system
that trades in the resources of racialised bodies and
Indigenous land. Redistribution mechanisms must be
situated in the pathway to a just transition, rather than
seen as the destination.
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BUILDING NEW FINANCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
We currently do not have the financial infrastructure necessary to move
capital from private ownership to community control.

Many campaigns rely too heavily on the state apparatus
to facilitate this, and so a waiting game plays out until
enough political pressure forces changes to the tax
system towards wealth equity. However, a lot of wealth
that sits in institutions that are trying to “do the right
thing” can be moved by educating and organising board
members, founders and private wealth managers around
alternatives to the current accumulation model of trusts
and endowments.

We must begin this work within
philanthropy, churches, in our
families and businesses if we are
to create alternative pathways for
financial flows. There are several
excellent examples for voluntary
taxes that are managed and controlled
by the community.

Pay Shumi is the campaign for a Shumi Land Tax that acknowledges and
reparates the loss and misuse of land from Indigenous communities. It is a tax
that seeks to repair that harm, and is encouraged through campaign organising
among philanthropic institutions to voluntarily redistribute as part of their
commitment to racial justice.
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NEXT STEPS

THE ILLEGITIMACY OF (THE
OWNERSHIP OF) WEALTH

THE INEQUALITIES OF THE
INCOME DISTRIBUTION -

Illegitimate because the ultimate

Based on the above wealth distribution,

underpinning of that wealth is violent

and on the unequal distribution of

(colonial) extraction and slavery, backed

opportunities to earn income, to access

by centuries of racist and patriarchal

education, to access finance, etc., and

law and practice that prevent or limit

on the associated racial hierarchies and

ownership and accumulation by women

patriarchy.

and by indigenous and racialised peoples

To begin tackling this work together, we start off by
understanding the knotty areas that need untangling
in the narratives and strategies around wealth and tax.
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STRUCTURAL INJUSTICE IN
LIFE OPPORTUNITIES
Arising from the above distributions of

THE UNSUSTAINABLE NATURE
OF THE EXTRACTIVE
MODEL

wealth and income, and also reinforced

Including the central points that the

by (and continuing to reinforce) racial

model is environmentally destructive and

hierarchies. Also a product of ‘the

inherently violent and unjust – but even

uncounted’, by which (among other

on narrow economic terms, foolish and

things) the already marginalised are less

inefficient; while the costs of the model

likely to be included in the benefits of

into the future can be expected with full

public spending, or indeed in the social

certainty to be borne disproportionately

contract, in part because of structural

by much the same groups who have

biases in the tax system

already shouldered the burden
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As mentioned from the start, the purpose of this paper is
to provide a framework for future research, campaign and
collaboration within the tax justice movement in order for us to
collectively address deep system racial injustices. Hopes for the

Photograph by Bamagal

next steps include:
• Sharing this discussion paper among

• Identify investment in racial justice

tax, inequality, racial justice community

organising spaces to take leadership on

organisers, campaigners and policy

this work, and help steer the resources,

makers for them to digest and explore

skills and capacity of tax justice

intersections with their work

organisations future projects on racial
justice

paper (both online and through events)

• Establish relationships between a

• Development of a resources list for tax justice campaigners to utilise the leadership,
working in the areas of tax justice

diversity of actors within the tax justice
movement ecosystem through event

• Running workshops with community

international partners particularly situated in global South

insight and strategic vision of Black, Indigenous and People of Colour activists

• Establish a space for feedback and
ideas that are provoked through this

• Inviting interrogation and collaboration on the content of this paper from

organising and workshops

• Incorporating racial justice more clearly into the strategic plans of TJN, TJ-UK and
other tax justice groups

organisers, activists and campaigners
in a way that helps prioritise future

• Translating this document into more

research to support their goals and

accessible forms such as animation,

ambitions

video and potentially discussion
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through a podcast
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